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Abstract. The aim of the research is to analyze the effect of religiosity on the 

choice of saving in Sharia banking in Madiun. This type of research is 

explanatory research using survey research design. The subjects of this study 

were Sharia and conventional banking customers in Madiun. The samples used 

in this study were 685 samples using purposive sampling technique. The analysis 

technique used in this study is multinominal logit. The results of this study 

indicated that religiosity affects the probability of the customer's choice to save 

in Sharia banking is lower than saving together in a sharia and conventional bank 

and only saving in conventional bank. This shows that religiosity influences the 

probalility of saving only in Sharia banking dominated by emotional religious 

ideological mindset rather than economic rational mindset of customer. 
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1. Introduction 

As the largest Muslim population country in the world, Indonesia has great potential to 

become the center of the development of the Sharia finance industry. However, the growth of 

Sharia finance has not been able to keep up with conventional financial growth. This can be 

seen from the market share of Sharia finance as a whole is still below 5%. It means there is 

still a low level of Muslim community that uses Sharia banking services in Indonesia 

generally. This research attempts to answer this phenomenon. 

Savings have an important role both micro and macro. In the macro, the tube is one of the 

sources of investment to increase the economic growth of the country [1]. While micro-

savings has an important role for someone in order to maintain the level of consumption in the 

future [2]. In facts, many different views about the factors that determine a person to save and 

choose where he will save. According to [3] these view differences are caused by the lack of 

an appropriate model to explain and describe precisely the observed community or individual 

saving behavior. 

Based on existing theories, there is a major mainstream in studying the behavior of 

saving, namely the classical belief and the Keynesian belief. Both believe in the influence of 

interest rates. According to Keynes, the influence of the interest rate on savings is very 

complex and many possibilities will occur [4]. Based on the research conducted [5] states that 

there are two important decision factors in one's saving behavior, the first is how much income 

is used for consumption and the second is how much income he sets aside to save. Some 
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researches conducted by [6], [7], [8] and [9] state that the influence of self-control influences a 

person to save. 

One's self-control is certainly influenced by one of them is religiosity [10] this also 

applies to one's saving behavior when he will decide where he will save and how much he 

saves. Religiosity is the main factor of a person's saving behavior, this is supported by 

research conducted by [11], [12], [13],[14] which state that religiosity is the main motivation 

of someone bumping behavior. On the other hand, religiosity is not a major factor in saving 

this in accordance with research conducted by (Erol, et all, 1990), [16], [17], [18], [19],[20]. 

 

2. Literature Review 

2.1. Consumer Choice Theory 

The important decision that everyone faces is how much income will be used for current 

consumption and how much income will be used for future consumption purposes. Another 

decision is how and how much money will be saved because it depends on the prevailing 

interest rates [21]. Consumer choice theory can be used to analyze how people make decisions 

about their income to save or spend on consumption in the present. Also how the amount of 

money deposited depends on interest rates or not. 

In general, everyone's saving behavior is determined by two important decision factors. 

First refers to some of the real income received will be used for consumption purposes. 

Second refers to how much real income money is received will be set aside for savings. Long 

before [22] described consumption / savings planning can be simplified into two periods, 

namely present and future. On the other hand, for consumption decisions everyone will 

maximize utility throughout the life period. But in maximizing the utility of each person is 

very limited the ability of the budget owned. Thus, actually everyone faces a trade off. 

Rational choice theory [23] states that social behavior (including economic behavior) is 

influenced by four factors. One of them is wert rational. This theory illustrates that human 

rational behavior cannot be separated from the belief in certain absolute values, such as 

religious values (religiosity), ethics and aesthetics or other values believed. 

 

2.2. Religiocity 

Economic behavior is largely determined by the level of one's faith or society. This 

behavior then forms the tendency of consumption and production behavior in the market. This 

perspective also influences saving behavior [12] Religion is a system that has been 

institutionalized in every society and is fundamentally a binding norm in everyday life. 

Religious teachings that have been understood can motivate the lives of individuals in 

interacting with God and fellow humans, even with the environment. 

Religiosity is manifested in various aspects of human life. Religious activity does not 

occur only when someone performs ritual behavior (worship of maghdah) only. But it is 

appreciated into social life (worship of ghairu maghdah), including banking practices as part 

of economic muamalah. 

[24] analyzes religiosity into five dimensions, namely ideological/ belief dimensions, 

ritualistic/ practical, experiential/ experience, intellectual / knowledge, and consequences: 

First, the idiological dimension/ belief is concerned with how much a person believes in 

the truth of his religious teachings, especially towards fundamental or dogmatic teachings. In 

Islam, the contents of the dimension of belief are related to beliefs about the existence of God, 

Angels, Apostles / Prophets, the book of God, heaven, hell, qodho and qodar [25]. 

Second, the ritualistic/ practical dimension relates to how much a person obeys in doing 

ritual activities as ordered or encouraged by the religion he adheres to. In Islam, the contents 



 

 

 

 

of the ritualistic / practical dimension include activities such as performing prayers, fasting, 

hajj (if capable), reading the Qur'an, climbing prayers, etc. [25]. 

Third, experiential dimensions regarding how a person feels and experiences unreligious 

feelings and experiences. In Islam, the content of the experiential dimension includes feeling 

close to God, being loved by God, prayers are often granted, a feeling of peace and happiness 

in obeying God [25], and being saved from disaster, receiving income that was not thought of 

before, such as grants , gifts and inheritance. 

Fourth, the intellectual / knowledge dimension is related to how much a person has 

knowledge and understanding of his religious teachings, especially regarding the basic 

teachings as contained in his holy book.  

In Islam, the content of the intellectual/ knowledge dimension includes knowledge of the 

contents of the Quran, the points of teachings that must be believed and implemented, Sharia 

law [25], and understanding of Sharia economic/ Sharia banking scientific principles. 

Fifth, the dimension of practice/ consequence relates to how much a person behaves in a 

manner motivated by his religious teachings. The behavior in question is worldly behavior, 

namely how individuals relate to their world. In Islam, the contents of the dimensions of 

practice/ consequences include helping behavior, giving charity, upholding truth and justice, 

being honest, keeping the mandate, protecting the environment, not stealing, not gambling, not 

deceiving, struggling for the success of life according to Islam [25], adhere to and implement 

Sharia norms in culture, society, politics, and economics (business/ banking transactions) non-

usury thus, religiosity can be described as a form of consistency between belief in religion as a 

cognitive element, feeling of religion as an affective element and religious behavior as a 

psychomotor element [26]. Religiosity is a complex integration between religious knowledge, 

feelings and religious actions in a person in all aspects of life. 

 

3. Method 

This type of research is explanatory research using survey research design and uses a 

quantitative approach to the choice of saving in Sharia banking. The subjects in this study 

were Sharia banking customers in Madiun. Methods in collecting data using a questionnaire 

that lists questions that are filled in by respondents who meet the criteria to be sampled. 

The population in this study were customers of Sharia banking and conventional banks in 

Madiun, the sample used in this study was 685 samples with purposive sampling technique. 

With a number of consideration criteria, namely customers who have savings accounts, have 

carried out transactions in banks, have had a savings account for 1 year, at the time of opening 

a customer account open an account voluntarily not because someone else opened it. 

 

4. Result 

Respondents in this study were conventional and sharia bank customers in Madiun. The 

distribution of respondents is shown in Table 1.  

The majority of respondents who save in Sharia banks and conventional banks are aged 

over 40 years. [27], that at the age of over 31 years, customers think the future for their 

children, so they will save more to prepare for education fees as early as possible. By sex 56% 

of women and 44% of men. This shows that the majority of respondents the most are women. 

[28] states that most customers are dominated by women. This condition is caused because 

women in Indonesia tend to be holders of family financial control and more time to transact 

with banks than men. Whereas based on the work, the majority of the respondent's work is 

private employees, namely 56%, civil servants as much as 25%, employers as much as 16% 

and students as much as 6%. Based on Khoiron's statement (2010) that employment affects 



 

 

 

 

income, it can be assumed that customer income can affect customer relationships with banks. 

At the education level banking customers in Madiun are undergraduate. Logically, the higher 

the level of one's education, the higher the quality of one's thinking, which is the tendency to 

always act with the consideration of rationality arguments [7]. 

 

Table 1.  Respondents Profile 

Profile Descriptions 

Total of Respondents 

Total Percentage Conv Sharia & 

Conv 

Sharia 

Age 20–24 11 9 7 27 4 % 

 25–29 36 29 23 88 13 % 

 30–34 56 45 36 137 20 % 

 35–39 56 45 36 137 20 % 

 >40 121 97 78 296 43 % 

       

Gender Male 123 99 78 300 44 % 

 Female 157 126 102 385 56 % 

       

Job Students 17 13 12 42 6 % 

 Private 149 120 94 363 56 % 

 Entrepreneurs 44 36 29 109 16 % 

 Civil Servants 70 56 45 171 25 % 

       

Level of 

Education 

Undergraduat

e 

25 31 40 96 14 % 

 Diploma 49 44 38 131 19 % 

 Bachelor 120 97 94 311 45 % 

 Post Graduate 86 53 8 147 21 % 

       

 

The Multinomial Logit Model is useful for modeling customer savings behavior decisions 

in Madiun. In this case, the dependent variable is the customer decisions to save in Madiun. 

Decisions are classified into three, namely (1) saving only in Sharia banks; (2) saving in 

Sharia banks and conventional banks; and (3) only saving in conventional banks. Religiosity 

variable, being an independent variable that influences customers to save in Sharia banks in 

Madiun. 

Logistic regression results require an evaluation to find out how well the logistic 

regression results are. Logistical regression evaluation results include: 

a) Size of logistic regression Goodness of fit is called Pseudo R2, which is indicated by 

Negelkerke R2 value of 0.848. This value means that the Religiosity variable is able to 

explain the customer's choice of saving by 84%, while the remaining 16% is explained by 

other variables outside the research model; 

b) Uji (b) Overall Model Fit test by inserting independent variables into the results model is 

better than the model that only includes intercepts -2 log likelihood with interception 

1481.752, whereas by entering an independent variable, 2 log likelihood fell to 531,803 or 

there was a decrease in Chi-square by 949,949 and was significant at p = 0.00. In short, the 

model with independent variables provides better accuracy for predicting the choice of 

customers to save in Sharia banks Madiun. 

c) Significance Test  



 

 

 

 

The significance test of independent variables can be done in two ways, namely the 

Likelihood Ratio Test and the Wald Test. 

1. Likelihood  ratio test 

Variables contributes to the model with significance P <0.05). It can be concluded that, the 

variables of religiosity affect the choice of customers to save in Sharia banks in Madiun. 

2. Wald Test. 

As for the government apparatus, the telephone is used by the village officials, district and 

sub-district officials in coordinating their daily work affairs such as meeting preparation 

and others. Work affairs for the village community, a telephone is used as a 

communication tool in finding job and employment affairs. For family members who work 

in big cities such as in Jakarta, or abroad such as in Saudi Arabia, Malaysia, Hong Kong, 

they can deliver messages and receive messages from their employers when they are home. 

 

Table 2.  Likelihood Ratio Tests 

Effect Model of Fitting 

Criteria 

Likelihood Ratio Tests 

-2 Log Likelihood 

of Reduced 

Model 

Chi-Square Df Sig. 

Intercept 1154,783 622,980 2 ,000 

R 1303,466 771,663 2 ,000 

The chi-square statistic is the difference in -2 log-likelihoods between the 

final model and a reduced model. The reduced model is formed by omitting 

an effect from the final model. The null hypothesis is that all parameters of 

that effect are 0. 

 

 

Table 3.  Wald Tests 

Saving Behavioura B Std. Error Wald Df Sig. Exp(

B) 

95% Confidence 

Interval for Exp(B) 

Lower 

Bound 

Upper Bound 

1,00 

Intercept 28,585 2,263 159,598 1 ,000 
   

R -,336 ,176 130,553 1 ,000 ,699 ,343 ,574 

         

2,00 

Intercept 14,282 1,365 109,416 1 ,000 
   

R -,289 ,152 94,451 1 ,000 ,495 ,458 ,828 

         

a. The reference category is: 3,00. 

 

The results of the hypothesis testing show that the level of religiosity of customers who 

save only in Sharia banks has a positive and significant influence on attitudes towards the 

intention to save in Sharia banking. From the analysis of Glock and Stark's theory of 

religiosity, this empirical phenomenon can be understood both in ideological/ belief aspects, 



 

 

 

 

rituals, intellectual/ religious knowledge, and experience, as well as in the aspects of 

consequences/ application. 

The results of this analysis reinforce the findings. In general, the level of religiosity of 

Muslim customers who save only in Sharia banks is very good (very high). This condition 

shows that the contribution of religiosity to saving behavior in Sharia banks is quite 

convincing. 

The study of [29] in Pakistan shows that the strong Sharia vision (religiosity) of 

customers encouraging business transactions only through Sharia banking is a significant 

factor. The strength of Sharia vision (religiosity) simultaneously encourages public perception, 

that the interest rate on savings is not a problem for customers who only save in Sharia banks. 

They prefer a legitimate or permissible investment return on religion, not a matter of how high 

and low this return is when compared to the interest rate or inflation of conventional banks. 

Muslim societies that save in conventional banks are due to a lack of knowledge that Islam 

prohibits the payment and receipt of interest. 

The effect of religiosity on saving behavior in Sharia banks as reflected in this study 

proves the existence of an ideological-emotional mindset is more dominant than an 

economical rational mindset in customers who only have savings in Sharia banks. This type of 

customer group, as concluded does not think the high and low profitability of the savings 

return received. 

The influence of religiosity that strengthens attitudes on the intention to save in Sharia 

banks as reflected in this research proves the existence of ideological-emotional mindset is 

more dominant than the rational mindset of customers who only have savings in Sharia banks. 

This type of customer group, as concluded by [12] and [27] does not think the high and low 

profitability of the savings return received. This group thinks like the conclusions of [17] 

study in Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and Egypt which shows that most Muslims in the dual banking 

system choose banks for religious reasons. Moreover, Sharia banks-according to customers are 

no different from conventional banks in staff returns and competencies and service speed. 

According to [12], the economic behavior of Muslim customers who do not have an 

account in conventional banking is largely determined by the level of ideology/ belief. This 

behavior then forms a tendency for consumption and production behavior in the market. This 

perspective also influences saving attitudes and behavior. When trust exists at a fairly good 

level, the economic motives (consuming/ saving or producing) will be dominated by 

mashlahah motives (public interest), needs and obligations.This character is called as a devout 

Muslim. When measures of economic behavior are seen in terms of banking utilization, 

according to [12] this group can be classified as Muslims who truly avoid interest-based 

conventional banks. 

The results of previous studies which concluded that religiosity is not a major and 

insignificant factor in the choice of savings customers in Sharia banks found the background 

of profitability, pricing, demographic preferences, and alternative financial institutions as 

important and main factors. Profitability preferences related to the view of profit sharing from 

Sharia bank savings is greater than the interest income from conventional bank savings. 

Pricing is related to the view of the costs of savings administration not being applied or lower 

than in conventional banks. Even in certain Sharia banks nullify administrative costs to 

customers 

Demographics relate to the view of the closeness of the bank office, the quality of service 

(fast, efficient, and friendly). The consideration of religion is not at all an election 

consideration for Sharia banks. Utilization of Sharia banks is used as an alternative to 

conventional banks due to profitability, pricing and demographic factors. 



 

 

 

 

When linked to this research model, the majority of upper middle income customers will 

choose to save in conventional banks or have accounts in conventional and Sharia banks can 

be explained that the rational mindset (due to economic profitability) of customers. Economic 

background becomes dominant for customers choosing Sharia or conventional banks because 

of profitability, pricing, and demographic excellence. [16], and [30], Both studies concluded 

that the motivation of customers to choose/ take advantage of Sharia banking seems to be 

dominated by factors of profitability, pricing, and quality of services provided by Sharia 

banks. Therefore, the relationship between non-Muslim customers and Sharia banks is built on 

the commitment of transactive rationality. 

Customers who choose to only save in conventional banks or save in Sharia and 

conventional banks, which are the findings of this study, reflect a rational mindset (due to 

economic profitability) of customers. Economic background becomes dominant for customers 

choosing Sharia banks because of profitability, pricing, and demographic excellence. This 

empirical fact led to the conclusion, that groups of customers who save in Sharia banks and 

conventional banks or only save in conventional banks are economically rational customers 

(the behavior of establishing a relationship with a bank because of merely encouraging 

consideration of economic utility). 

 

5 . Conclusion 

A person's religiosity affects someone choosing to save. In terms of the analysis of Glock 

and Stark's theory of religiosity, this empirical phenomenon is understood as good in 

ideological/ belief aspects, rituals, intellectual/ religious knowledge, and experience, as well as 

in the aspects of consequences / application. The results of this analysis reinforce the findings, 

that in general the level of religiosity of Muslim customers who save only in Sharia banks is 

very good (very high). This condition shows that the contribution of religiosity to saving 

behavior in Sharia banks is quite convincing. 

Doubts about the position of interest are in the category of usury and therefore illicit law 

encourages these customers to continue to have relations with conventional banking. This 

customer group considers the actual profit sharing equal to interest, Sharia banking operations 

are the same as conventional banking. Understanding like this actually does not stand alone. 

This group of customers lives in a patinialistic socio-religious structure. 

The structure of socio-religious life of the East Javanese community, especially in 

Madiun, which is more patriarchal, makes this group more confident with its role model social 

organization. Although the MUI has issued a fatwa on the law of bank interest, it is haram, but 

it does not seem to provide a widespread and massive influence. 
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